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This year, I was inspired by the milestones we reached, the
community. This year, thanks to the generous support of donors and
friends like you, The Franklin Institute was able to do more than ever
to achieve our mission.
We presented eight experts in a range of scientific fields for
lively and engaging talks each month through our Speaker Series.
We transported guests to a time when explorers from Northern
Europe made their mark across many continents a millennium ago
in Vikings: Beyond the Legend—presented in the the Nicholas and
Athena Karabots Pavilion and Mandell Center. We honored eight
of today’s best and brightest minds in STEM at this year’s Franklin
Institute Awards Ceremony and Dinner. Our favorite superheroes
awed hundreds of thousands in the summer blockbuster exhibit
Marvel: Universe of Super Heroes. All 18 graduating seniors from
our PACTS and STEM Scholars programs went on to study at national
and international institutions of higher learning. We learned how to
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Scenario: Survival Experience.
None of this would be possible without the support of each of you,
As we move forward with our master plan—which will completely
transform our visitor experience by 2024—your support becomes all
the more integral to our future.
I hope the pages that follow will inspire you to experience
tomorrow with The Franklin Institute. We look forward to sharing
more about our vision for 2024 with you in this and future editions
of Illuminations.

Larry Dubinski
President and CEO

Mitchell Scott Frizzell
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EXHIBITIONS

BRICKLIVE

May 2–June 5, 2020
Nicholas and Athena Karabots
Pavillion, Pepper Hall, and
Patent Library
Let your imagination run wild
in BRICKLIVE, an immersive
experience featuring interactive
build zones, expertly-sculpted animal
creations, and 4 million bricks for
endless fun and creative play. Embark
on a brick-built safari and encounter
a world of epic animal masterpieces.
Wonder at these remarkable beasts—
from a 1.5-ton brick elephant to a
10-foot-tall Bengal tiger. Sculpt the
ultimate skyscraper or design the city
of your dreams. Plus, create your own

NOW
THROUGH
April 19, 2020

World Premiere Exhibit in the Mandell Center
Based on the internationally
best-selling Worst-Case Scenario
Handbook series that has sold
more than 10 million copies, The
Worst-Case Scenario: Survival
Experience is a hands-on, mindson logical series of immersive
challenges providing the essential
instructions for surviving
unexpected but very possible
real-life scenarios with countless
moments of excitement and
laughter throughout.
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3D videogame vision, and immerse
yourself in 250,000 LEGO® bricks in
the famous brick pits—with a DUPLO®
pit for younger builders.

THE SECRET LIFE
OF BUGS

June 6, 2020–January 3, 2021
Mandell Center
Step inside a bug’s world. Marvel at their talents,
and learn from their adaptive genius through a bold,
cinematic, and immersive experience. Encounter
dramatic, ultra-detailed, larger-than-life models
of bugs, experience the world as they do through
unique sensory experiences, and explore cuttingedge science—from nanotechnology to swarm
intelligence, in a hands-on lab environment with
real specimens. This is an exhibit like no other, and
it will change the way you think about the complex
world beneath your feet.
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The Hamilton Family Charitable Trust
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(above) Concept Illustration

s we prepare to
completely
reimagine the
future of The Franklin
Institute’s historic building,
we cannot do so without
first honoring scientific and
technological milestones
achieved in the past.
Thanks to a transformational
$6 million gift from the Hamilton
Family Charitable Trust, a new
Treasures of The Franklin Institute
gallery will provide generations
of visitors an opportunity to
explore the spirit of invention and

7

Four generations of the Hamilton Family:
Matt Hamilton, Samuel Vauclain (bust), Lane Hamilton, and Sam Hamilton.

entrepreneurship reflected in the
Institute’s collections, sure to inspire
the next generation.
When it opens, guests will
find this new gallery in what we
currently call The Train Factory.
Remarkable artifacts on full display
will surround the iconic Baldwin
60000 locomotive—objects belonging
to Benjamin Franklin, the Wright
Brothers, and others who celebrate
human curiosity and their courageous
commitment to advancing science and
technology. Artifacts will regularly
be rotated through display cases and
our 2D collections will be digitized
for access as well, allowing the public
to experience more of our collections
both in the building and anywhere in
the world.

“We are extremely thankful for
the Hamilton Family Charitable
Trust’s support and dedication,
which will allow us to inspire
generations to come and share
with them the important scientific
discoveries of yesterday that make
the technological advances of
today possible.”
—L
 arry Dubinski
President and CEO of The Franklin Institute
MASTER PLAN

////
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Make your gift today to
the Franklin Fund!
Thanks to you, The Franklin
Institute brings science and
technology to life in Philadelphia!
With your support, we provide engaging, hands-on science
and technology experiences to 200,000 schoolchildren who need
it the most each year. The Institute’s signature youth education
Left to right: Sam Hamilton, Matt Hamilton, Peter Hamilton, Margaret Duprey, Charlotte Marshall, and Nat Hamilton.

programs—Partnerships for Achieving Careers in Technology
and Science (PACTS) and STEM Scholars—are renowned for
their remarkable impact on 150 students each school year from

Guests will enjoy a unique cutaway
floor overlooking the Institute’s
lower level archival collections. Five

distinctive steel and concrete railroad
bridge structures that support the
350-ton locomotive and rise from the

The Baldwin 60000 locomotive was a gift from the Baldwin Locomotive Works—made
possible by Samuel Vauclain, Hamilton family ancestor and then-CEO of Baldwin—
arriving on September 22, 1933. It took five days to move the locomotive five blocks
from 24th and Vine Streets to its current home.

9
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MASTER PLAN

floor below will be newly visible to
visitors, as initially intended in 1934
when the building opened, and serve
as an extraordinary example
of engineering.
Within this new space, the
Institute will broaden its educational
impact and implement long-term
plans that involve the innovative
digitization of significant curatorial
items providing improved
preservation, increased outreach,
and high-quality public access to
these pieces for the very first time.
The Treasures of The Franklin
Institute gallery is expected to
open to the public in time for the
200th anniversary of The Franklin
Institute in 2024.

traditionally under-resourced communities. These programs
would be impossible to maintain without your generous support.
Please visit fi.edu/donate to make a tax-deductible donation
today, or use the enclosed envelope. If you have any questions or
would like to make your gift by phone, please contact Assistant
Director of Member Relations and Annual Fund Andria Ayer at
215.448.1339 or aayer@fi.edu.

Visit fi.edu/donate to make your gift.
Thank you for your generous support!
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THE WORST-CASE SCENARIO:
SURVIVAL EXPERIENCE
Family Night

3

4

6

7

he evening of October 17, 430
of The Franklin Institute’s closest
supporters and their families
gathered to put their survival skills to
the test as they explored The WorstCase Scenario: Survival Experience.

8
1. Manuel Greene, Priscilla Suero,
Jose Greene, and Maxwell Akuamoah
Boateng

This world premiere exhibit based on

2. Sarah Seraphin and a young guest

the internationally bestselling Worst-Case
1

3. Worst-Case Scenario Handbook co-author
Josh Piven and guests

Scenario Survival Handbook series invites

4. Shante Brown and guest

us to think through fun and immersive
physical challenges while providing essential

5. Charles and Edel McGhee Hassrick

9

6. Stephen Hock highfives a young guest

instructions to help us overcome unexpected—

7. Brett Cohen, Worst-Case Scenario
Handbook co-author David Borgenicht,
John McGurk, Nicole De Jackmo

but possible—real-life situations. Guests that
evening learned about defusing a bomb, leaping

8. Azamir and Mark Cruz with daughter Kai

from a moving train, outsmarting a mountain
lion, and more, all while enjoying delicious food

9. Guests take a leap to test their ability to
escape “quicksand”

and fun entertainment.

10. Josh Blakesley and Maria Elena Diaz

Visit fi.edu/worst-case-scenario-party
to view all the great pictures from that night.
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11. Brooke and Phillip Godorov

SPECIAL EVENTS
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THE SUMMER
OF THE MOON

2

Commemorating the Apollo
Moon Landing’s 50th Anniversary
o honor the achievement
and capture the spirit of that
history-making mission,
The Franklin Institute was proud to
commemorate the 50th anniversary
of the Apollo 11 moon landing with
a range of events.
Programming highlights from this Summer of

13

1

3
1. Guests enjoy a talk by Chief Astronomer
Derrick Pitts on the significance of the
Apollo 11 moon landing
2. Larry Tsai, Stuart Grant, and Sam Grant

landing, Apollo-era and space-related artifacts

3. Patrick and Danielle Scott

on display, and a museum-wide celebration on

4. Linda Caroll-Pitts and Lois Kelly

Saturday, July 20.

5. John Edwards, Robert Wonderling, and
Erin Sammis

On that day in 1969, more than 6,000 guests

the Moon included stargazing in the Observatory,

gathered at the Institute to celebrate such a

6. Bob and Toni Garrison

exclusive screenings of the film Apollo 11: First

momentous occasion that impacted the course

7. Don and Lauren Morel

Steps Edition in the Tuttleman IMAX® Theater,

of human history while inspiring the minds of

lunar lander tours, rocket demonstrations, special

hundreds of millions of people decades ago—

live science shows, streaming footage of the 1969

and continues to do so today.

4

5

8. Lynn and Leo Levinson
9. Kat Gonzalez and Kaitlin Sisto

6

7

8

9
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THE SUMMER OF THE MOON:
Chief Astronomer Derrick Pitts
was an awesome event back in 1969

years of The Franklin Institute as the

and it clearly still resonates today

place for awe-inspiring encounters

as one of the most inspirational

with science and technology.

events ever for people everywhere.

The goal of the Artemis program,

TECH STUDIO

Made possible by TE Connectivity
uilding engineering skills for a better world is
the ultimate goal for The Franklin Institute’s
Tech Studio, an interactive exhibit space and
facilitated workshop that opened in May.

Hundreds of millions of us around

as described by Vice President

the world stopped everything to

Michael Pence in a major news

follow those daring explorers who

conference in May, is to land “the

n July 20, The Franklin

stood in proxy for all humans, for

first woman and the next man” on

Institute, along with

whom the will to explore is hard-

the lunar south pole region by 2024.

autonomous vehicles from collisions?

nearly 6,000 visitors—

wired into our DNA.

NASA assures us that, this time

How can sensors be used to solve

Tech Studio is designed as a

around, not only will astronauts spend

flight control challenges? Beyond

unique space where creative play

the same number as

That future appears to hold a

How can we safeguard

engineers face and the skills
necessary to overcome them.

were with us on that day in 1969—

return to the lunar surface, with

weeks at a time on the moon, but their

speed, what will a future with 5G

and emerging technologies come

celebrated one of the most ambitious

NASA’s Project Artemis (Apollo’s

experience will lay the groundwork

enable? The studio was created with

together to foster the technical and

tasks in the history of humanity:

sister in Greek mythology) aiming

for a crewed trip to Mars perhaps

the Institute’s longtime partner—and

critical thinking skills essential

our first steps onto the surface of

to take humans, including the first

as early as the 2030s. If successful,

global industrial technology leader—

for developing the technology of

another heavenly body. It was 50

woman ever, back to the moon by

it could become a new type of space

TE Connectivity. The powerful

tomorrow. Visitors are engaged

years ago when Neil Armstrong and

2024 and to establish the first-

race for the next generation of space

collaboration utilizes the Institute’s

in the engineering process of

Buzz Aldrin traveled to the moon

ever sustainable human presence

explorers, but I suspect the next

strength in providing high quality,

questioning, predicting, testing,

and left Apollo 11 Command Module

on another celestial body. What

generation will go only if there’s a

hands-on exhibits and rich STEM-

failing, and redesigning. Graphics

pilot Michael Collins in solitary orbit

promises to be a monumental date

reliable and fast internet connection!

based experiences while leveraging

and multimedia surround the

a collection of 3D printers immerses

around the moon as they took

for humankind is made all the more

Ad Astra! To the stars!

the expertise of TE Connectivity to

design challenges with stories

visitors in the latest technologies

“. . . one giant leap for mankind.” It

special for us because 2024 marks 200

integrate into the exhibit experience

from engineering students and

and techniques of this ever-

some of the real-life challenges

engineers at TE Connectivity, while

emerging industry.

“Through this exhibit, we hope to

Franklin @ Night

Jazz IN THE
Planetarium
Visit fi.edu/franklin-at-night for more information.

Join us on
February 25, 2020
for an evening of smooth jazz under the stars
in the immersive Fels Planetarium, featuring
Chief Astronomer Derrick Pitts and the
Arpeggio Jazz Ensemble.
Tickets: $20
Members: $15

introduce visitors to the types of
skills needed to solve tomorrow’s
technology challenges and to
inspire the next generation of
innovators whose imaginations
will help build a better world.”
— Kari Janavitz
Chief Marketing Officer at
TE Connectivity
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Youth Programs Supporters
Anonymous

Youth Programs

GRADUATION

AdvanSix

The Community Foundation Serving
Richmond & Central Virginia

ASTM International

Core BTS

AstraZeneca

The Danaher Lynch Family Foundation

Dr. and Mrs. Allen M. Barnett

Delphi Project Foundation

The Boeing Company

The DiBona Family Foundation

The Solomon and Sylvia Bronstein Foundation

Dolfinger-McMahon Foundation

Brown Brothers Harriman Co.

The Dow Chemical Company

Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company

Elliott-Lewis Corporation

Mr. and Mrs. Kevin J. Cannady

EMD Performance Materials Corp.

Dr. Carolyn Cannuscio and Dr. Daniel Rader

EPEX, Inc.

Chubb

The Goldblum Family

Cigna

GSK

Ian and Marci Comisky

The Haverford Trust Company

Maxine and Matthew Comisky

Herman O. West Foundation
High Swartz LLP
Home for Orphans of Odd Fellows Foundation
Hoxie Harrison Smith Foundation
KeyBank
Kinder Morgan Foundation
The William M. King Charitable Foundation
Lincoln Financial Group
Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation
L.N. Skye Education Endowment

ach year, The Franklin
Institute has the honor of
celebrating seniors in our
Partnerships for Achieving Careers in
Technology and Science (PACTS) and
STEM Scholars programs at their own
graduation ceremony in the Benjamin
Franklin National Memorial.
With Franklin looking on, 18 graduates
walked across the stage on June 7 to receive
their certificates and all are currently pursuing
degrees at accredited institutions across the
nation and abroad.
The Franklin Institute’s youth education
programs are supported 100% by philanthropic
giving. On the following page, we would like
to thank the individuals, foundations, and
corporations for their commitment.

Macy’s
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. McCabe IV
Tom and Linda McCarthy
Mr. Jason Morganroth
The MOSI Foundation
Mrs. John P. Mulroney
Ms. Sara D. Nerken
Novo Nordisk
Bill and Donna Oliver
Origlio Beverage, Inc.
Patriarch Family Foundation
Philadelphia Insurance Companies
PNAA Foundation
Republic Bank
Judith Quigley Ruse
Edward M. Satell and the Satell Family Foundation
Schiller Grounds Care, Inc.
Sprague Foundation, Inc.
TE Connectivity
UGI Corporation
United Way of Greater Philadelphia and
Southern New Jersey
United Way of Midland County
Universal Health Services, Inc.
Zeldin Family Foundation
List as of June 7
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CORPORATE

TESLA’S
DREAM

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

in the 2019
Philadelphia
Fringe Festival
his September,
The Franklin Institute
hosted its first event
as part of the Philadelphia
Fringe Festival: a world
premiere play called
Tesla’s Dream.
Written and performed by a

Valuable professional
learning in a fun and
inspiring setting
–––––––––-------------------------------------------------------––––––––––––

KNOW
YOUR BRAIN,
KNOW YOUR
BUSINESS

David Wrigley as Nikola Tesla

7th and Market Streets.
Just weeks after delivering his

the tale of Nikola Tesla’s upbringing,
his visionary dreams for the future,

lecture at The Franklin Institute,

and the turbulent relationship between

Nikola Tesla, along with George

his ideas and the practical business of

Westinghouse, won the contract to

making those dreams a reality.

power the 1893 World’s Columbian

Published reviews of Tesla’s Dream

talented team of creators led by

Exposition in Chicago and the contract

called it, “a delight,” “a must see,”

Franklin Institute staff members—

to harness the power of Niagara Falls.

“charming,” and described the film

David Wrigley and Matt Lorenz—

The following year, Tesla would join

design as “impressive and artful.” We

this mixed-media presentation

our prestigious list of laureates by

are thrilled that audiences thoroughly

fused live theater with cinematic

winning the 1894 Cresson medal—a

enjoyed this new programmatic

filmscapes. The script took

forerunner of the modern Benjamin

offering, giving it standing ovation

inspiration from the true story of

Franklin medals—for his work on high

after standing ovation.

Nikola Tesla’s 1893 visit to and

frequency alternating currents. Tesla’s

subsequent lecture presented at The

Dream, which drew over 700 patrons

tesla for more information on Tesla’s

Franklin Institute, then located at

during its five-performance run, told

history with The Franklin Institute.

Customizable 60- and
90-minute sessions,
and half-day workshops
Be on the cutting-edge of

Visit www.fi.edu/case-files/nikola-

research with dynamic and
fun professional development
experiences at The Franklin
Institute. Gain current

THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

SPEAKER SERIES

Join us on Tuesday, March 3, 2020

knowledge and skills to

Reserve tickets at fi.edu/franklin-at-night.

maximize effectiveness through
understanding the brain and

Emerging Therapies
in A New Era of Care

how people think and learn.

Promises and Realities of Breakthrough Discoveries

Featured Guest:
Steven Joffe, MD, MPH
19

Chief, Division of Medical Ethics
Perelman School of Medicine
University of Pennsylvania

To plan a session for your group
or learn more, contact:

JULIA SKOLNIK
jskolnik@fi.edu | 215-448-1098 | www.fi.edu
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All New

TRAVEL
PROGRAM

Science and Innovation in the Golden State:
Los Angeles and Pasadena | May 13–17, 2020
ou have experienced Franklin
Institute programming in our
historic building and perhaps
elsewhere in the Philadelphia region,
but now we invite you to explore the
world with us! As the inaugural trip
of the Institute’s new travel program,
we are excited to announce an
immersive trip to Southern California
to discover leading science sites,
from Caltech to SpaceX.
On a journey designed to delight and
educate, stargaze with our own Chief
Astronomer Derrick Pitts at the worldfamous Griffith Observatory, nestled in the
Hollywood Hills overlooking Los Angeles.
Enjoy a private reception at the historic Mount
Wilson Observatory and see one-of-a-kind
telescopes. Have special access to the Hale
Solar Laboratory, which is not open to the
general public. At the Huntington Library,

21

view the original manuscript of Benjamin Franklin’s
Autobiography. Get to know astronomy experts and our
very own Franklin Institute Awards Laureates.
In addition, we’ll visit private spaceflight company
SpaceX, take a special tour of the NASA Jet Propulsion
Laboratory at Caltech, go behind the scenes at the
California Science Center to see the Endeavour shuttle up
close, and savor some of the best wines that Napa Valley
has to offer. Accommodations for four nights are at the
historic Langham Huntington in lovely Pasadena.
We hope you’ll join us for this extraordinary trip with
Derrick Pitts and Institute leadership!
To learn more about the trip, visit
www.fi.edu/travel or call Arrangements Abroad at
212.514.8921 or 800.221.1944.

MUSEUM TRAVEL ALLIANCE
e are pleased to

an expert on the theme of the trip,

We encourage you not only to

share news of a new

allowing you to learn and engage

consider traveling to California in

during your travels. Visit UNESCO

2020 with The Franklin Institute

World Heritage sites, travel on

but also to consider any of the

and the Museum Travel Alliance.

elegant chartered vessels and luxury

MTA’s wide offerings of travel

MTA is a consortium of museums

trains, go behind the scenes of major

opportunities around the world.

whose members and supporters are

cultural institutions as you discover

Visit museumtravelalliance.com

passionate about cultural travel.

world masterpieces in context, and

to learn more.

All MTA-organized trips include

enjoy local culinary delights.

partnership between
The Franklin Institute

INSTITUTE NEWS
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Donor Spotlight

“Our involvement with The Franklin Institute is the perfect
confluence of our interests in science, the history of
Philadelphia and Philadelphia architecture, and education.”

THE HOLT & MILLER
OBSERVATORY

								

—
Hollie and Jamie Holt

Friends Committee in support
of the annual Franklin Institute
Awards Ceremony and Dinner.
Throughout the subsequent years,
the Holt and Miller friendship
deepened, as did their affinity for
The Franklin Institute.
“Our involvement with The
Franklin Institute is the perfect

n the spirit of collaboration and partnership so integral to The Franklin

confluence of our interests in

Institute’s mission, we are thrilled to announce that four long-time

and Philadelphia architecture, and

supporters have agreed to make a generous, joint commitment to the

in the area, we came to the Institute

Institute as part of our 2024 Master Plan.

David Miller and Maureen Brennan-Miller with Hollie and Jamie Holt

education. Like many families living
as young children. The train was
my family’s favorite in part because
my great great grandfather was the

“W hen we first moved here 25 years ago, we
were looking for a summer science camp for

proprietor of the Locomotive Works

our children and found Discovery Camp, which
began our family’s long relationship with the

out-of-this-world views via a 10-

the realms beyond Earth, and

from 1866–1873. Over the last 25

Maureen Brennan-Miller and David

inch Zeiss refractor telescope,

encouraging everyone to look up and

years, our engagement with the

Miller’s combined pledge of $1 million

and later, four Celestron CPC 800

wonder about what we see up there.

museum has grown exponentially—in

Institute. We’ve had exciting opportunities to

helps us to advance an inspirational

GPS computerized telescopes,

fun and fascinating ways—through

and educational vision for the future.

as well as eight-inch Schmidt-

gift from the Holts and Millers was

our participation in the Awards

experience the wonders of science through the

In their honor, the Institute’s historic

Cassegrain models, connecting

some 20 years in the making. Jamie

program. We are thrilled to play a

wide variety of programs, exhibits, and unique

stargazing space will be known as the

aspiring astronomers to the sun,

and David’s friendship began when

role in this campaign and hope that

Holt & Miller Observatory.

moon, star clusters, and even a

they and their daughters engaged

we can inspire others to join us,”

hands-on experiences that appeal to all ages.

few galaxies. The Observatory

in a camping and outdoor activity

shared Hollie and Jamie Holt

opened when the Institute opened

is open daily and is operated and

program two decades ago. The two

the doors to its current building in

maintained by the Institute’s

also spent a night at the Institute

Millers. With this partnership, the

1934—will remain at the heart of

Chief Astronomer Derrick Pitts.

enjoying Camp-In activities with

Institute can expand its educational

growing a scientifically informed

Visitors from throughout the region

their daughters, including gazing

impact through reimagined scientific

Master Plan, and to continue the legacy of

community as we look ahead

also flock to Night Skies in the

up at the stars in Fels Planetarium.

experiences, legacy learning spaces,

to and beyond the Institute’s

Observatory, a monthly stargazing

As luck would have it, Hollie and

and impactful architectural redesigns

inspiring and educating our community on the

bicentennial in 2024. For 85 years,

event connecting guests to celestial

Maureen rekindled their friendship

to create one of the most captivating

the Observatory has provided

objects, cultivating curiosity for

in 2014 when Maureen joined the

learning environments in the region.

Hollie and Jamie Holt and

The Observatory—which first

23

science, the history of Philadelphia

Some may say this extraordinary

Thank you, again, to the Holts and

These interactions are critical as the world
becomes more dependent on technology. We
are excited to support and celebrate the 2024

wonders of science and technology.”
		

— Maureen Brennan-Miller and David Miller
INSTITUTE NEWS
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AT THE HELM OF ASTC
arry Dubinski leads a global association of nearly
700 science and technology centers which engage
more than 110 million people annually.

Donor Spotlight

In September, Larry Dubinski
took the helm as board chair of
the Association of Science and

Ian and Sheila Wright

ESTABLISH NEW
ENDOWMENT FUND
hanks to a new scholarship

to support their education at an

endowment funded

accredited college or university.

by Benefactor Society
members Ian and Sheila

On June 7, STEM Scholars

and technology among all people.
Larry brings a depth of experience

Technology Centers (ASTC). In

and a collaborative mindset to this

addition to his role at The Franklin

remarkable global organization of

Institute, he will serve a two-year

which he has been an essential part

term as board chair leading the

of for the past decade—as a member

international association that

of the board, chair of the development

the annual meeting held in Toronto

serves nearly 700 members in 48

committee, and chair-elect.

this September, he expressed to

countries. ASTC champions and

He steps into the prestigious

for both organizations.
During his welcome address at

members his eagerness to harness

supports science and technology

leadership role at his five-year

their collective skills, expertise,

centers and museums, and works

mark as president and CEO of

and passion for science engagement

collaboratively with its members

The Franklin Institute, and at the

to face some of the most critical

toward increased understanding

launch of a new strategic direction

challenges of today.

Philanthropic giving is essential
to supporting our students and
programming. If you are interested

graduate Ron Pascal received the award

in making an endowed gift, please

Wright, a deserving graduate from

to support his studies at the Community

contact Director of Development

our youth programs will receive

College of Philadelphia, where he is

Andy Kitaeff at 215.448.1336 or

$2,500 a year (up to four years)

pursuing a degree in biology.

akitaeff@fi.edu.

“T his is not a one-time scholarship. We’ve established an
endowment that will provide this scholarship each year
for as long as the STEM program exists. It grants the
winner $2,500 a year, each year in school, to complete their
bachelor’s degree. It is to support someone we—all of us in this
community—believe will absolutely be successful and a role
model for future scholars.”
								— Sheila and Ian Wright
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of—and engagement with—science

NEW HEALTH AND
WELLNESS PARTNER
Independence Blue Cross
e are pleased
to share that
Independence Blue
Cross is now the Institute’s
official health and wellness
partner. To keep our Giant
Heart—and yours—healthy,
Independence Blue Cross
shared some tips.

Stay Young at Heart
Over time, your arteries can thicken
and get stiff, blocking blood flow to
your heart. To help keep them strong
and flexible, exercise regularly, avoid
smoking, and eat healthy foods.

An Echo of Your Heart
Ultrasound technology makes
pictures from sound waves traveling

through your body and bouncing
back. An echocardiogram is a
common ultrasound test to check the
health of your heart.

Humor Your Heart
Having fun? That’s good for your
heart! Laughter lowers stress,
improves blood flow, and boosts your
immune system.

INSTITUTE NEWS

////
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